
Keeping NZ On Its Feet 

Free Phone :  0800 251 563 
or please visit www.anti-slip.co.nz for more ideas. 

For a FREE, NO OBLIGATION slip meter test, advice or quotation please contact your  
local licensed applicator on the number below. We have solutions for Tiles,   Wooden 
Decks,   Ramps   &   Steps,   Concrete,   Vinyl,   Pool Surrounds,   Baths   &   Showers.  

RECREATIONAL SAFETY  
   CAN WE MAKE PUBLIC AREAS SAFER ?  

Swimming Pools & other tiled areas 
can be very slippery when wet.  
Treatment with AS-B Anti-Slip will  
greatly increase the slip resistance 
when the tiles are wet. 

Recreational areas such as parks, playgrounds & skateboard ramps are quite often Recreational areas such as parks, playgrounds & skateboard ramps are quite often Recreational areas such as parks, playgrounds & skateboard ramps are quite often Recreational areas such as parks, playgrounds & skateboard ramps are quite often 
potentially dangerous areas due to them being mostly outside and subject to wet potentially dangerous areas due to them being mostly outside and subject to wet potentially dangerous areas due to them being mostly outside and subject to wet potentially dangerous areas due to them being mostly outside and subject to wet 
weather conditions. weather conditions. weather conditions. weather conditions.     

They can become very slippery when either wet or contaminated by moss etc. They can become very slippery when either wet or contaminated by moss etc. They can become very slippery when either wet or contaminated by moss etc. They can become very slippery when either wet or contaminated by moss etc.     
In a split second a child, or even an adult, can slip & suffer major damage to head, In a split second a child, or even an adult, can slip & suffer major damage to head, In a split second a child, or even an adult, can slip & suffer major damage to head, In a split second a child, or even an adult, can slip & suffer major damage to head, 
back or limbs.back or limbs.back or limbs.back or limbs.    

The wooden ramp on the left was very dan-
gerous when wet, the application of Little 
Grippas solved the problem.        
                         The stairway on the right 
caused great concern over safety issues.  
Not only was it slippery when wet, but there 
was also a lack of step edge definition when 
the light was not too good. Our stair nosings 
overcame both problems    


